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'11 HE J2 RO.tiLEM. 
'l'he investigation of various faotors affeoting peroeption 
has ooou~ied ex~erimenters since psychology beoame a eeparate 
disci~line. physical asvects of the stimulus and physiological 
aspeots ot the subjeot have been found to influence perception. 
Reoently experiments have been designed to test whether oertain 
subJeotive aspeots ot the stimulus might also affect its percept-
ion. Can the emotional impaot of the meaning of a word affeot 
the speed and acouraoy with which that word oan be perceived? In 
a ohapter on "Central Dynamios in Peroeption" Charles E. Osgood 
stated, "Not only do interaotions of varying complexity within 
the visual system. opere.te to determine what we peroeive, but it 
can be shown that events ts.uite outsld§ this sensory system also 
contribute. Thus the deliberate manipulation of motives, attlt-
udes, values, and meanin38 may measurably alter the ,?ercelved 
character of objects in the visual field."l How significant are 
these measured alterations? A vigorous controversy has been rag-
ing in 9sychological ~ublications regarding the extent and the 
ilCharles E. Osgood, Method ~ Theoq ~ Experimental 
Psyohology (New York, 1953), PV. 285-286. 
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interpretation of the measurementsJ! such alteratl~ns. 
An eX.tleriment that helped to set off the controversy was re-
yortea by MoGlnnles2 as testing the relationship between "threat" 
sign-values and 88.S8 01' ..,erception. He ooro.jectured that autonomic 
reactions would be aroused betore oonscious awareness find that 
this em?tional state woula raise the peroeptual threshold. He 
presented bis subJeots eleven neutral woras and seven critical. 
emotionally charged words. He determined racogni ti'Jn thresholds 
with a tachistosoope, and measured the emotional disturbanoe from 
galvanic skin responses. He round that the "taboo" words req,uired 
longer exposures tor recognition and that their pre-recognition 
presentations were aooompanied. by decidedly stronger emotional 
reaotions. MoGinnies interpreted his results as being evidence 
of "¥erceptual detense". an unconsoious mechanism of resistance 
to recognition ot threatening stimuli. 
McGinnies' interpretation was immediately challenged by 
3 Howes and Solomon , who 85sertea that the differences tound in the 
recognition-thresbolds were in part due to familiarity, or fre-
~uency-in-use. differences, and in part aue to the reluctance ot 
subjects to report obscene words. 
2E• licGinnies, Emotionality tina perceptual detenae. rsyopol. 
~., 1949, b6, 244-51. 
:5 D. H. Howes and R. L. Solomon, A Note on MCGinn1es' 'Emot-
ionality end perceptual ~erenset. ?sychol. ~., 1950, 57, 229-34. 
4 Kenneth R. Newton attempted to reduce suppression of the 
reportIng of stimuli to a min1.mum in 8 study on the effect ot 
~leasnantness versus unpleasantness by having the subjeots reoord 
their responses to t&ohistosooplcally flashed words in a test 
booklet rather than having them. make 8.. verbal report. He used 
two sets of seven words, eaoh having five letters and being 
matohed for word count fre~uency. As 9leasant words he used: 
adore, ~@Ace. ;1rth, jolly, charm, l8Ui~t and bOney; and as u~­
pleasant words he used: agony, geast, ,lalA, ch@at. shim" geakh. 
and cruel. He scored the words reyorted inoorrectly and tound 
more errors were made to unpleasant words than to the pleasant 
ones. He ooncluded that faotors of familiarity and suppression 
of reporting would not aocount for all the differences found in 
stUdies on perception of emotionally charged stimuli. 
In another experiment Kenneth Newton continued his study ot 
peroeption thresholds related to the ~le58antness or unpleasant-
ness of stimuli. He used lists of ten words (such as angle. ,nkl~l 
and. ample) differing by one letter, two letters, or by three and 
more letters to control differences in the relatIve legibility of 
the different letters comprisin~ the words. In this eXperiment 
he did not depend on the meaning natural~y attachea to the words, 
but used a learning technique accompanied by reward and·J?unish-
ment to establi sh equal familiarity with the words and to charge 
4.-Kenneth R. Newton, A note on visual recognition thresholds. 
~. Abnor;_ J2£. Psycbol., 1955, 51 709-10. 
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them affecti vely. He concluded, '''I'hose t actions leading to plea.s-
ure' seem to have resulted in lower recognition ••• while those 
'actions leading to pain' resulted in higher recognition thres-
holds. ,,5 
Al though Leo Postman bad collaborated wi th Bruner and !tc 
Ginnies in investigating behavioral detel~nents of perception 
end in otferln~ the theory of "~erceptual defense" to explain 
the results obtained,S he later worked with Solomon and concluded 
that tre~uency of ~rior usage could alone account for all the 
f . 7 results ouna. They used ten, seven-letter, nonsense words ex-
~osed from one to twenty-five times prior to the test, ten English 
words of equal length, tina ten nonsense woro.s not ,Previously e1-
~osed. They determined the tachistosco~ic recognition thresholds 
tor the three sets of words ~nd found that the number of previous 
exposures ot the nonsense words bore a direct relation to the re-
cognition thresholds thus determined. 
8 M. Wiener also questioned whether there we,s actually the 
~enneth B. Newton, Visual recognition thresholds ana learn-
ing. FeroeRt. mot. Sk1.1;la, 1955, 6, 81-d7. 
6Leo J?ostman, J. b. Bruner, and J,'!;. McGinnies, Peraonal values 
as selective factors in yerce~tion. l. Abnorm. !Q£. Psychol., 
~94a, 43, 142-155. 
7R• L. Solomon, ana. L. i'ost1llan, J; re\,£uency of usage as a de-
terminant of recoeSni tion thresholds for words. !. exp. ?szchol., 
~952t 43, 1~5-20l. 
~. Wiener, Word fre~uency or motivation in perce~tual de-~ense. i.. Abnorm • .§.2..2.. PSlchol •• 1955, 51, 214-218. 
5 
phenomenon of differential perception depending on "meaning" or 
whether the mere structure of the letters might be an important 
factor in determining perception thresholds. He designed an ex-
l.Jeriment to control structural determinants and fre<.;.uency by us-
ing words with two meanings in different context. He used four 
critical words: fairy, ~ussI, ballI, and screw; neutral words 
such as: ~, Child, fable, story, ange~, soamother, gobli~, 
fantasy, and read; end such threat words as: B!1!. ~t ~, 
~ueer, homo~)e!u€!l, t'rq!t, hoJ:d, end mA§turba;tj. He tound signif-
lcent differences in results frou!. one group reading the words in 
the neutral context and the other 6rouP reading them embedded in 
the threat context, and concludea that word fre'iuency and struct-
ure alone could not acoount f'or the dift'erences. 
James ~reeman, "To determine the influence of a set created 
9 by instructions upon the perceptual-defense yhenomenon" , used 
eightl-elght naive Psychology ~ male subjects in four groups. 
One group W8.S instructed, "Res"pond with what you see," the second 
group was instructed, "The material includes some taboo words, 
respond as soon as possible," the third group was tola to look 
for "fruit" words. These three groups were given the same list 
of six words (four neutral and two obscene) exposed through a 
Gerbrands Mirror Tachistoscope. The fourth group, used as a con-
trol, was given the same four neutral words 8.nd two innocent words J 
9 James T. Freeman, Set or perceptual defense? !. E:xp. 
ESlcho!., 1954, 48, Z83-Zclb. 
6 
hiss b.nu m.uok. .l'reeman founa. that when the subjects were set to 
- -
ex~ect taboo words the results did not difter from those ot the 
control group- lfreeman oonoluded that the results eliminated any 
evidence ot perc8)tual defense. 
In 1958 Isreal Goldi~ondlO published a ~rodigious study ot 
the literature, not only ooncerning threshold ¥erception, but elso 
concerning the allied end the implied problems of subliminal per-
ception, subception (which he defined as "discrl~ination without 
awareness"), and unconscious ~erception. He listed 198 references 
and grouped, classified, analyzed, and criticized them in regard 
to methods, controls, indioators, and theoretical ex~lanantions ot 
results. He said, "The major point ot this ~aper will be that 
much of the controversy in the area of unconsoious perce~tion is 
peri;heral to the central ~roblem of vsycho~hysical procedures 
utilized. nll He oontinued, "There is considerable evidence to 
suggest that the tbelow threshold' of subliminal perception is 
considerably above threshold. Like the merchant who artifically 
raises t wholesale t prices to sell t below coat t at a high proti t. 
So 'there is less here than meets the eye'. "12 Goldis.lUond con-
cluded, "The psychophysical complexities of the stimulus material 
10 Isreal Goldiamond, Indicators ot Perception: I. Subliminal 
peroeption, subception, unoonscious peroeption: An analysis in 
terms of psychophysioal indicator methodology. Psychol.~. 
1958, 55, 6, 373-411. 
11 Ibid •• p. 373. 
12Ibid • t ji. 3a6. 
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utilized, and differenoes in prooedures involved make it diffioult 
to oompare exveriments in terms ot differential thresholds, or to 
obtain norms. ftl3 
Nevertheless, e:x~erimentation oontinued and Walters, BankS, 
and Ryder reported that they round results to oonfirm their hy-
pothesis: "Other oonditions being equal, nontaboo words that 
immediately follow subliminally presented taboo words will be 
oorreotly identified less often than nontaboo words that follow 
subliminally presentea nontaboo words."l4 
The solution of these questions is im~ortant not only to 
}syohol06y, but to all other fields ooncerned with human behavior • 
.i!or instance, in our courts ot law the rules of evidence state 
that the first-band aooount of an eye-witness is the best evidenoe. 
Verdiots involving judgments of millions of dollars and sentenoes 
of long prison terms, or even of death, have hinged on the testim-
ony of eye-witnesses. ~t how reliable is the testimony of such 
a witness? What are the factors that affect perception? Members 
of the legal ~rofession bave long been alert to, and have taken 
into aooount, the effects of .t>hysioal ine.bili ty, condi tiona ot 
health or age, and of oonsciously biased interests. Psychology 
bas called attention to the distortions of peroeption that mir:;ht 
result because of the fi.~d surrounding the obJect being ~ercelvedt 
,13Ibid., iJ. 387. 
l4Rlchard Walters, K. Banks, and Robert R. Ryder, A test ot 
the peroeptual defense hyj}othesls. ~. Pars., 1959, 27, 47-55. 
/ 
8 
85 tor examyle. in tho well-known Maller-Lyer Illusion, end clever 
lawyers have discrea.ited witnesses by the use of such fiSures. 
How much influence on perce~tion must one attribute to the "mean. 
ing" that a stimulus signifies to a perceiver? 
Without takl~ exception to Goldiamond's conclusion that 
comvsrison between experiments is difficult, this writer believea 
that only with more and expanded work will the true faots event-
ually emerge so clearly that undis~utable statements can be made 
regarding the effeot of emotional meaning upon the yarcept10n of 
stimuli. The question of how any central dynamic mechanism could 
operate 2rior to perception to influence that ~erception must wait 
until enough experilnents have been carefully done to establish 
that threshold differentials are not due to incidental factors 
such as familiarity, set or eApectation, or ambiguity of material. 
The ;urpose of this pa~er is to add more evidence for con-
sideration that the emotional meaning of a word has a real effect 
on the difficulty of visibly aiscerning that word, ana that this 
effect is greater than the combined effect of familiarity and 
legibility. 
The null hypotheSiS proposed :for testing was: The mean num-
ber of ex.p08ures necessary :for correct recognition of emotionally 
charged words will not be significantly greater than the number 
necessary for the correct recognition of non-emotional words. Two 
correlated hypotheses were also proposed: (1) F~iliarity of the 
ord will have a correlation near zero with the difficulty of 
9 
reading the word, and (2) the legibility according to the conform-
ation of the individual letters will have e. ~ositive, but not 
significant, correlation with such difficulty. The writer 5.1so 
vroposed a fourth hy~othesist to wit: Individual differences 
among subjeots in the degree of emotional involvement will be re-
flected in a greater variance of responses to emotional words than 
to neutral ones. 
1 One hundred words were seleoted from 2'70 words of aimiliar 
oom~osition of letters tound in -ebster's unabridged Diotionary, 
and. were used as stimuli in this experiment. Each word contained 
six letters and ended in l.!. Words of this particular pattern 
were chosen beoause the large supply of such words in the English 
language allowed the maximum similiarity of letters between the 
various words to lessen the etfect of guessing from minimal cues. 
Twenty additional words were used for praotice. 
An IBM electric typewriter (to assure uniform print) was used 
to type eech word in ca~ital letters on a separate, plain, white 
card. Each word was presented in a ~ersonal tachistoscope, the 
"Tachitron, model 30-5tt , until it was correctly Identified by the 
subjeot. This instrument was e~ui~~ed with an eleotric bulb that 
lit when a lever was ~ressed. One setti~~ ot a control dial al-
lowed the li~ht to remain on and the yrintlng on & card inserted 
behind the light to remain visl ble. J'our other settings progress-
ively shortened the time the light remained on and so progresslve-
1 For the list of these 270 words see Appendix III, p. 38 
10 
11 
ly shortened t.he exposure of the stimulus material. Arter the 
cards were arranged in rando.m order they were i.)laced In the taoh-
istoscope in packs ot twenty-tive. The oruer was reversed tor 
halt the subjects. 
Eight male and twenty-two fe~ale students from a Psychology 
lA class varticipated as subjects. They were tented individually 
in a session which taok approximately one hour for 6ach subject. 
They were informed that the ex~eriment involved a problem regard-
ing the factors influencing ~erce;tion, but were not told that the 
mean1~ of the word was one ot the factors being considered. ~hey 
were assured that there were no hidden tricks nor any cause for 
ombarrassment in the experiment. 
To familiarize the .subjects with the technique a pre-test 
2 practice period was given on twenty words. It was introduced 
~ith the following instruotions: 
This is an experiment to determine the visual percept-
ion threshold tor a number of words. There are no "tricKs· 
to this test. All of the words to be used are slml1iar to, 
but ciiffer~nt from., each other. They ere ell six-letter 
wordS, ending in!!. They bave been typed in capital let-
ters on separate cards. Some of the worus are very comm.on 
and will be familiar to you, while others are ~uite rare 
and may be unknown to yuu.. It is eXt/ected ttJ.8t some words 
will be more easily read then others because of the sh8~e 
ot their letters ana because of their familiarity to you. 
The purpose of this e::X . tieriment is to see what these effects 
are. 
You will be shown the words one at a time on this tach-
istoscope. You will be given a pre-test training ~erlod to 
2 For the list of practice words see Apt-lendix IV, p.43. 
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familiarize you with the teChnique. Sit comfortably in front 
01' the box and look straight into it. When I yress this 
lever, the light will flash on so you can see the word. I 
can very the length of time the light will stay on by setting 
this dial. You are to report the word (or its letters) as 
soon as y()U are sure what it is. I will k:ee,l:i pressing until 
you reyort the word (or its letters) correctly. Do not mere-
ly guess, but re}ort what youthink you see. The number of 
flashes necessary will be the score that word receives. 
For this experLnent you will not be cOIn,k)eting with your-
self nor with anyone else. I am only interested in the 
scores the different words receive. I want to know if each 
word will receive about the same score from each }erson. 
In order to get a good range of soores for the different 
words, I will adjust the length of exposure to your own eye 
sight so that several ex~osures will be necessary for you to 
read even the easiest word. During this vre-test ~erlod the 
first word will be shown with m.aximum cle.rity. or the longest 
time of exposure, then the time will be reduced until.,the 
best degree 01' difficulty for you has been re6ched. ~rom thel1 
on, all the words will be shown at the same speed. 
Are there any ~uestions? 
Because the taehisto8eo~e that was used lacked an exposure 
setting fast enough to prevent most words being read on the first 
or second exvosure, it was necessary to insert a sheet of ground 
glass in front of the woro.s to increase the dIfficulty of ,t>ercept-
ion for some subjects. Atter the speed was established for a sub-
Ject during the pre-test period, that speed was used for the init-
ial presentations of all words to that subject. However, if a 
subject failed. to correctly identity a word after twenty present-
ations. in order to yrevent excessi va fatigue, the speed was slow-
aa one settin6 and the yresentation and counting was continued. 
The ex~erimenter allowed time between each presentation for 
a response and answered each res~onse with, "Not ~uite,· it in-
13 
correct, or with, "That's r1i5ht," if correct, and entered the num-
ber of presentations on 6 tally-sheet, then removea the card just 
viewea., placillb it behind the other cards in the instrument. 
The test was given immediately following the ~raotice. It 
was introduoed with the instructions: 
All right, now you Know what to do. I think this set-
ting will be a.itflcult enough for you so you wontt get them 
all the first time. Remember, I am not interested in how 
well you do t but in the rela ti va difficulty of the dlt'ferent 
words. There will be 100 words in this test. All are dif-
ferent from, but similier to, the words you have just seen. 
Are Y')U ready? 
After all the subjects had been tested the list of test words 
was submitted to a panel of ten graduate ~sychology students for 
rating for affective tone. They were given a scoring sheet with 
the heading, "Emotional Rating Sheet," and the instructions, 
"Flease go through the following list and mark with an Q all the 
words with. which y()U are not familiar, then :mark with an ! the 
fifteen (15) words you think carry the greatest affective tone." 
All words receiving even one vote were later treated as "emoti0n-
al" words. Of the 100 words t 4'0 were designatea emotional and. 54 
were called non-emotional, or control, words. The complete list 
3 
of these words is given in the A~pendix. 
The teat words Wdre grou~ea into ten classes for familiarity 
4 
acoordin6 to the Thorndike-Longe list ot word frequencies. The 
:3 Se. Appendix I, p. 32. 
" Edward Thorndike and Irving Longe. '.l:he Teaoher' s ~ .Ql 30.000 Worda (New York. 1944). 
14 
fre~uency of the count, the distribution of the total words used, 
and the number of emotional and control words in each class are 
shown in Table I on page l~. 
1'he 100 words were also grouped in ten classes for legibility 
accoruing to Roethlein's avera.ge ra~ order tor the legibility of 
up~er-c8se letters, given as "WML~I ATCV~ ¥DOYU FHlGN ZK~8."5 
Each letter wes assigned a value equivalent to its rank position, 
for instance, 1 for "W" and 26 for "S". The values of the letters 
composing the words were summed, giving 22 for little and 90 tor 
bubble. Table lIon page 16 ~ives the limits of the olasses and 
the frequenoies of the words in eaoh olass. The larger values 
mean the more difficult the word would be to read because of the 
conformation of the component letters. 
{) 
B. Roetblein, The relative legibility of different feces of 
printing types. ~. l. PSycho~ •• 1912, 23, cited in S. S. 
Steven's Handbook 21 EiPtrlmeDtal PSlcbploSl (New York, 1958). 
11iJiI..E I 
FRE~UENCY OF WORD IN CLAbSES Oli' lfAMILIARITY 
Class ~ Thorndike-Longe 
count 
1 100 or over per 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
10 
million 
At least 50 'per 
,million 
25 to 49 per 
million 
10 to 24 'per 
million 
3 to 9 ;er 
million 
.2 'per m.illion 
1 .\?er million 
5- to 17 per 
18 million 
At least 4 yer 
18 million 
Not a;pearlng 
I I ! I 
I Total 'I' I f'reZj,uency I 
I I I 8 l 
I 
4 
10 
16 
12 
1:3 
8 
2 
24 
100 
Fre.."uency 
~motlonal; Control 
I 
:3 
2 
13 
5 
o 
1 
46 
I 
:3 
1 
1 
.2 
7 
7 
5 
23 
54 
15 
Cla88 
1 
2 
:3 
4 
5 
e 
7 
8 
9 
10 
TABLE II 
FR~QU~CIES UF LEGIBILITY VALUES 
Legibility Total Frequenoy 
values I'raq uency Emotional Control 
21 27 7 4 :3 
28 - 34 6 'J( ~ .. - . ./ 
35 42 13 ;.4 9 
43 - 49 18 12 e 
50 
- 56 15 7 8 
57 63 15 5 9 
64 70 10 :3 7 
71 
- 77 9 5 4 
78 
- 84 5 1 4: 
85 
- 91 2 1 1 
100 46 54 
16 
THE RESULTS 
The soore for each word was the sum of the number of present-
ations re'i,uired by each of' the thirty subjeots to oorrectly ident-
ity the word. These scores ranged trom 38 for little to 413 tor 
puddle. The highest number of presentations to anyone subject 
needed by any word was 81 for circle. Boodle, J1rble, and creole 
were the only words that were not reoognized on the first present-
ation by at lea.st one subjeot. All subjects exoept one (and he 
correctly oalled 20 words on the seoond presentation) reoognized 
one or more words on the first presentation. The average score 
for all words was 159.5, with e standard deviation of 92. The 
distribution was positively skewed. 
The Pearson Coefficient of Correlation was computed from the 
half-scores on the two orders of presentation. Although an 00-
oasional extremely high number (for instanoe, that bl that one 
subject needed to identify Circle while an average at only 6 was 
needed by the other twenty-nine subjeots) unbalanced the helf-
totals for some wordS, the coefficient of reliability was .81. 
The soores fort.he 1v,) words were Jlotted against the olasses 
of familiarity to show whether there was any correlation between 
17 
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low scores and great familiarity and hi~h scores and unfamiliarity. 
A posi tl ve coefficient of .24 was found. The S8,me scores were 
also ~lotted against the classes of legibility to show if good 
legibility would correspond with low scores and difficult legib-
ility with b1~h scores. This coefficient was found to be a pos-
itlve .28. 
Although these coefficients were small, they were not zero, 
so an adjustment procedure was followed to eliminate the effects 
of the differences in familiarity and legibility among the words. 
The total scores for the various words were tabulated in the ten 
classes according to the relative degree of familiarity as pre-
viously determined by the Thorndike-Longe word-count. l These 
scores were then summed and averaged ~or each class; the deviation 
of these class averages from the over-all mean of all the words 
was computed. These fi~ures had the effect of ,making the means 
for each class equal, regardless ot familiarity. This adjustment 
figure for familiarity was then ap91ied to eaoh soore end the re-
sul tant score was then tabulated in the ten classes accord1 nt; to 
2 
the relative legibility of the corres~ondlng word. These scores 
were like-wise summed 8n~ averagea, and the class average wes sub-
tre.cted from. the over-all mean. nhen added to tne ap~ro)riate 
scores already adjusted for familiarity, this tl~ure gave eaoh 
1688 Column 0, Table VI, in Appendix II, ~. 34. 
2See column 6, Table VI, in Appendix II, ~. 34. 
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word a final score corrected tor both :t'tullilieri ty and legi bili ty. 
Table III, below, gives the adjust~ent figures for 8bOh class and 
the number of words in each category. 
~U.J)L:E I I I 
FRE' UENCIEs AND ,b'IGURES 'l\) Ali"US'l' ~.LJ;.SS MEA14S ~ , 
, I 
Ii 
ll'amillari ty , ! LegibilitY' /, 
11 
! ,I 
i ! I Class I Adjustment ClasS! f. Adjustment lj f. 
figure Ii i figure 
I I 1 d 4~.O I 1 7 26.1 f I , I I 2 4 46.6 1 i 2 6 ~~,5. 4-i J I, 
:3 :5 b.O i! :3 13 36.6 
f j! ,I \ l 
4 10 I 2.4 
\1 4 IB 8.4 H , ' 
, i 
5 16 30.9 i 1 5 15 18.0 
I P , I 6 12 15.8 ; t 6 15 1 7.5 1 j / i II 
? 13 J 11.9 
j j 7 10 !li5.8 Ii j Ii 
8 8 ! 60.6 ~ ?, 8 9 21.2 1 Ii I ' I ~ ~ 
9 2 ! -115.6 ' l 9 5 83.0 ., 
-I }i 
10 24 I 
-
36.9 j ~ 10 :2 --226.0 ! } ~, . ,- i ~ 
1100 100 , ~ ~ i , ( ~ . i 
, I 
The tinal adjusted scores wer'e then tallied tor the 46 emot-
ional words and for the 54 non-emotional words. The mean of the 
emotional words was 152.0, enu the standard. deviation was 43.84, 
20 
while the meen for the oontrol J or non-emotionel, words was 165.5, 
with e standard deviation of 86.69. The 1 test was then ap~lied 
to the dift'erenoes between these means to see if the null hypoth-
esis of no real differenoes woula. be tenable. ·'he value found for 
twas .957, whioh is less than the t value of 1.987 needed for 
- -
signifioance at the .05 level of confidence. therefore the null 
hy..;othesis is tenable ana. the experimental hypothesis that the 
emotional meaning attached to a word would cause a real difference 
in the threshold ot perce~tion for that word was not sustained. 
r.t 
Because inspection of the individual numbers of ~resentationsv 
showed an occasionally hioh count, such as the 81 tor pircle re-
ferred to above, the median number of trials was computed for eaoh 
word to show a possibly more representative figure for comparing 
the words than was obtained from the total scores. 
These median scores were then subjected to the same prooedure 
of oorrection :for familiarity and legibility as hed been used on 
the total soores. The t test for significance of the .mean differ-
ences between the emotional and control groups of words showed the 
value of 1.30, still below the critical value of 1.987 needed to 
show a. true difference. 
The variances of the adjusted total Bcores were found to be 
7515 tor the non-emotional worns and 1922 tor the emotional ones. 
This is a ratio of ay~ro1imately 4 to 1. ~he same rat10 held for 
'" ~For these indiviaual raw scores see Appendix II, pp. 34-37. 
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the variances of the median scores of 1.764 and .0435. Thus the 
results not only did not support the fourth proposed hypothesis of 
greater variance for the emotional words, but was in the opposite 
direction. A third analysis of the data was made to this point. 
The mean number of presentations for each word was subtracted from 
the highest number of presentations of that word. Because each 
distribution was skewed in the same Qirection, the deviations all 
had the same algebraic sign. These deviations were added and aver 
aged to give the values of 24.5 for the control words and of 20.1 
for the emotional words. The three greatest single deviations 
were for non-emotional woras. i:;:) 0, 
the hypothesis was not sustained. 
any way the datav\e['G: tested, 
DISCOSSION 
The method of adjusting the setting on the tachistoscope for 
each subject deserves some worus ot justification. One might say 
that adding together the results obtained on different settings 
would be liKe adding apyles and ~ears_ This 1s true and does 
limit the final interpretations that oan be plaoed on the results. 
However. sinoe the setting was beld constant (or varied oonsist-
antly after eaob 20 presentations of any word) for all the words 
for eaoh subjeot, each word might be said to have reoeived sect-
ions of an a»vle from one subJect and seotions ot pears from an-
other, so oomparison oould legitimately be made between the total 
number of sections of fruit each word reoeived. The results show 
that familiar words that were easy to read, for example, little, 
"earned" fewer sections of fruit than unfamiliar, difficult words, 
such as buddle, did. 
The ooefficient of reliability was reported as a positive 
_81, but too much importanoe oan not be attached to this figure 
because the distribution of scores was skewed and 54 per cent of 
the cases fell in just tour of the sixteen intervals used for com-
uting the coefficient. 
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Beoause Qne of the eXyerimental hy~otheses stated that it was 
expected that the familiarity of the words would have a oorrelat-
ion near zero with the diffioulty of reading the word, the emot-
ional words were not matohed wi th the control word.s tor familiar-
ity. The round oorrelation of .24 was 1n line with this ex?ect-
etion. i'urther insjJection 01' the third colu.'D.n of Table III. on 
page 19, will show the lack of & consistent trend. While in gen-
eral the more familiar words soored. lower than the avere.ge, and 
the less familiar ones scored hieher then the average, the words 
in the third class averaged 25 j)resenta tions ~ than t he average t 
~nd thOse in tha eighth class aVer&5ed 60.6 ~ than the average. 
iA more consistent trend might have been found with a better meas-
~re of familiarity, which might have been found by giving eaoh 
subJeot a timed, free-association test to determine his ~ersonal 
familiarity with each word, rather than by relying on the averages 
based on the Thorndike-Longe count. 
In regard to the legibility, the experimental hypothesis had 
~tated thBt the legibility according to the conformation of the 
.ndividual letters would have a ;ositive, but not significant 
:!orrelat1on wi th the difficulty of perce,e>tion. 'The found correl-
ation of a .vosi tive .20 would seem to sustain this hypothesis • .Ex!" 
~mination of the deviations from the mean as shown in the sixth 
~olumn in Table III, on page 19, reveals a trend, elthou6h not 8 
onaistant one, of low scores for words with letters easily read, 
nd high scores for words with letters difficult to read. 'l'he 
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average of the words in the third class was lower than the average 
of those in either the first or the second class, ana the average 
of the words in the eighth class was even lower than that of those 
in the fourth class. Does this mean that the assigning of the 
legibility values was faulty, or that legibility really has an 
inconsistent etfect, or does it mean that the effect is so slight 
that it operates only in a general w-e.y and is not the deciding 
factor tor any particular word? Only continued experimentation 
will answer this ':(uestion. P'or instance, the legibili ty measure 
was assigned more authority t,han it perhaps deserved. Equal inter 
vals of value were assigned the letters according to the rank orde' 
of the difficulty with whioh they might be perceived without ref-
erence to the original data Which might rurve shown some letters 
bunched in difficulty, and thus bave ~iven fractional steps for 
truer oode values. Then too, double letters and diphthongs might 
bave deserved a value less than the combined valuos of their in-
dividual letters, because ot the Gestalt etfect of their contrib-
ution to the pattern of the word. A third weakness of this meas-
ure might be attributed to the tact that the original study con-
cerned the faces ot printing types 80 the rank orders round might 
not apply to the faces of the typewriter type used in this experi-
ment. Another experiment untilizing the technique employed in 
this study but u81n~ inaivldual letters, double letters, and diyh-
thongs CQuld give a better mehsure ot legibility. 
How aoes one juage whether e word sbould be C~ted as "emot-
25 
ional" or not? In this eX,1>eri,ment the seleotion of the words cell .. 
ed "emotional" was based on the judgment of a panel of ten raters. 
The criterion was taken as being the listing by even one judge 
that a word was emotional. l This is not the only criteria that 
could bave been used. ~or instance, selection could have been 
made of the twenty-five words receiving the highest number of 
judgments. Or more judges could have been used end words that 
were not 'picked by these ten ra.ters might have been inoluded if 
twenty raters were used. One can not say une'''1.u1 vocally that 8. 
word does or does not "carry an affeotive tone." The oorreot ~ict· 
ure shows that tb.CJ matter of emotionality is a continuum from ex-
tremely emotion-arousing to completely innoouous. Where any 'part-
ioular word wouln fallon that oontinuum de;ends on the past e1.-
;erienoe ot each ~erson. By usl~ Imvartial Juages inste~d of the 
subjeots themselves to assess the emotional quality of the words, 
the ex~erimenter introduoea the weakness of using averages. On 
the other hand, even an elaborately controlled ex~eriment correl-
ating the j/lersonal assessment 01' involvement with the results can 
not give perfeot results , as P. G. Laston found when he ,bIlanned 
to use reaction times to non-sexual words as a oommon baseline 
from which to make oom.;.>ar1sons among the grou,?s of subjeots re-
aoting to homosexual and heterosexual words, that, "The finding 
that statistically significant differences existed among groups 
lThe frequency of cheCKS for each word is given in Appendix I, 
~. 32. 
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in their reoognition times to non-sexual words necessitated stat-
istical treatment of the data beyond that which haa baen grovldea 
2 
for in the ori~inal design." Deston continued, "It seemed likely 
that unknown, uncontrolled variables had affected the groups of sri 
3 differently in terms of their worn recognition times." It aid 
not surprise this writer that " ••• variables had affected the 
groups ofS's ••• " when she examined the list ot "neutral words" 
and found murder, lYnch, death, and agonY! 
A ~ossible explanation of the lack of confirmation of the 
experimental hypothesis that there would be a real difference in 
the avera~e threshold for the emotional and non-emotional words 
might be in the set given the subjects by the instructions. The 
subjects were told to be comfortable and that there would be no 
cause tor embarrassment during the eXjferirllcnt. the results of 
this experiment were in af!!jreernent with those ,;.)! lfreeman 4 who 
found that when the subJeots were set to expect taboo words the 
results did not differ trom those of tha c,)ntrol group_ In this 
experiment the subjects did not expect to be emotionally involved 
and so reacted cognitively rather than effectively. Perhaps what 
was laCking might not bave been the effect of the emotional tone, 
but the neoessity of reacting to it. 
Bp. G. Daaton, Perception of homosexual words in paranoid 
scizophrenla. Perceklt.!!21. Skills. 1956, 6, 45-55, p. 51-
3Ibi4• p. 51. 
4Freeman. v. 288. 
A problem of importance for the understanding of human be-
havior is the one that concerns the tactors influencin5 ;ercept-
ion. Much research has been done regarding the faotors in the aree 
of central dynamios. suoh as the motivational and attitudinal de-
terminants. How these determinants work, or even if they do. has 
reoently been the subject of a lively oontroversy in psyohological 
publications. Besides pointing out the above fects, this ~aper 
~lso cited studies that started with the same ~roblem and ended 
~lth results that conflicted with each other. 
The present eXj:lerlment was conducted in an effort to further 
Ithe understanding ot the inter-relationshi)s between the em.otional 
tneaning Qf stimulus wordS and the other attributes of the words, 
such as the relative familiarity and legibility of the words. 
A list of one hundred, six-letter words wes divided into 
groups of emotional end non-emotional words. and was presented by 
means of a taohistoscope to thirty naive subjects. 
The results were analysized tor correlations between familiar-
ity of each word and its perceJtion threshold, and between the 
legibilIty of its com~onent letters and ita threshold. 'J:hese cor-
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relations were founa to be positive, but slight. An analysis of 
the variances between the two 6rou~a of words showed that the non-
emotional words had greater ranges of 8corbS than did. the emotion-
al wora.s. A ~ test of the me&ns of the two grouz}s showed no sign-
ificant difference. 
In the discussion the writer pOinted out some of the sources 
of error in suoh experiments and suggested further research. 
The oonclusion pointed out that the experimental hypothesis 
of a real difference between the peroeption thresholds for emot-
ional words as compared with those of the non-emotional words was 
not sustained. The oorrelated hypotheses that near zero, or 
slight positive, correlations would be found tor familiarity and 
legibility were sustained. The hypothesis thBt the variance of 
scores for emotional words wl.:mld be greater then that for the non-
emotional words was refuted with the results in the opposite dir-
ectlom. 
cuNCLUSION 
The results of this experiment failed to confirm the hypoth-
esis that a real differenoe would be found between the peroeption 
thresholds for emotional and non-emotional words. 
Two oorrelated hypotheses were sustained. (1) A near zero 
correlation was found. between the familiar! ty ,")f the word and the 
difficulty of reading that word, and (2) the c<Jrrelatlon between 
the legibill ty 01' the word acoording to the conformation of the 
individual letters and such diffioulty was founa to be ~ositive. 
but not significant. 
The results of this experiment were direotly contrary to the 
fourth hypotheSis that individual differences among subjects would 
be reflected in greater variances of responses to emotional words 
than to neutral ones. 
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THE ONE WNlJRED STIMULUS WO RDS 
The 100 stimulus words used in this stud.y of the effect of 
emotionel meaning onwerd verce~tion are given 1n Tables IV and V. 
Table IV~ on this ,biage. gives the 46 emotional woras and the fre-
i.:luency of tht1 ten judges who rated the words a8 c&rrying an affect· 
ive tone. Table V, on page 33. gives the 54 non-emotional words. 
1 Words I 
! 
Nip~le I 7 II 
I I 
Coddle 1'1' 5 I 
Dimple 3 I 
People I fi 
J angle I I 
Bottle I 2 
Impale I 3 
Little 1 
Bubble i 2 
Nestle I 5 I 
., 
Words 
Icicle 
Gamble 
Battle 
Futile 
Docile 
Battle 
Ranella 
Girdle 
]'iok1e 
TJUlLE IV 
~10TIONAL ~TlMULUS WORLS 
Gentle 
JOstle 
?addle 
Cou,iJle 
Fondle 
Nu%.~le 
Defile 
Huddle 
Humble 
\ ' 
! f. 
i 
.total t. • 150 
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Words , f Ij 
.' t ; 
Bungle l 3' I : 
lIidd.le I I II 
r !' 
Cuddle \10 I' 
I Virile: 7 I 
J!'inale I £ I 
Mangle I :3 ' 
I 
Tattle I 3 
I Suokle: 5 
! 
Bustle I 3 
; !! 
t 
Words I f. 
I Renkle! 1 
I Tickle! 7 
! 
Stablel l' 
I 
Rustlel I 
lumble 11 
.PimPle! 5 
! 
Revile I 4 
riddle! 1 
! 
Muzzle I I 
,~ 
! 
i 
Words 
Cattle 
Circle 
)flzz1e 
Hubble 
Tittle 
Haolele 
Fangle 
Buddle 
Faddle 
Mottle 
Heddle 
TABLE V 
NON-l1.MOTIONiJ:. ~TIM:U1USWORDS 
I Word.s Words 1 Words 1 
! 
I 
l 
Kirtle Mattle ! Dandle 
I , 
landle Double i Flatle 
, 
~ 
folble l)apple ! Dartle 
, 
Candle Runkle I Oraole 
I 
Jlrble J?attle Daddle 
Cuttle Mickle Keekle 
Hurdle Gaggle It1 ttle 
Niggle Kentle Gurgle 
Muddle Rubble Justle 
Pestle Arable Deckle 
Rabble Simple Semble 
Words 
Dingle 
Boodle 
Creole 
Simile 
Pebble 
NOddle 
Radale 
Ta.m.ale 
i'uddle 
Wattle 
, \ ~ .'. r~., _, ',' 
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The raw soores were obtained by presenting 100 stimulus words 
to thirty subJeots, and re;resent the total number of presentation 
needed by each word tor all the subjects to oorreotly identify it. 
Table VI, on yages 34, 35, and 36 below, gives the words in the 
order they were presented, the raw scores earned by each word, the 
ranges between subJeots' individual tallies, the mean and median 
scores, and the class values aSSigned to each word according to th 
oode given in Table I on page 15 above for the relative tamiliarit 
and 1n Table II on page 16 above tor the relative legibility. 
T.A.W..lS VI 
RAW tiCORES AND RANGES, MEAN ANL MEDIAN SCORlsS, AND 
]i'AMILIARITY JiND LEGIBILITY CLASSES ]OH ALL WORDS 
j , 
Words Total Range I Mean Median I Famil. Leg1b. 
scores I scores scores t class olass 
! j Cattle 103 1-22 3.4 2.16 
I 
2 2 
Circle 261 1-81 \ d.7 2.75 1 4 Boodle 380 2-53 12.7 7.50 9 6 
Nipple 99 1-20 I 3.3 2.00 I 8 4 \ I I Oracle 272 1-73 9.1 3.50 4: 5 1 Coddle 136 1-23 4.5 2.75 , 6 4 
Dimple 83 1- 8 2.8 2.13 1 5 2 
34 
35 
TAH~~ VI (co~tipued) 
rlAW SCI.),R.Et) ANJJ l"(JWG~ MEAN ANJ.) ME.UI~ ~CO RlW AND , , 
FAMILIARITY AND LEGIBILITX CLASSES FOk ALL wORDS 
) 
Words ; Tota.l Range Mea.n i Median i :rami1. Legib. 
; scores scores: scores class olass 
.peo~l. 133 1-22 4.4 2.36 1 6 
Bud 1e 413 1-64 13.8 4.50 10 7 
Jangle 100 1-25 3.3 2.21 () 4 
Bottle 143 1-23 4.8 2.27 2 5 
Impale 155 1-27 5.2 3.50 7 1 
Little 38 1- 4 1.3 1.12 1 1 
Wattle 152 1-31 5.1 2.70 8 1 
Kirtle 361 1-47 12.0 6.00 7 6 
Bubble 4:02 1-55 15.4 8.50 :3 10 
Icl01e 118 1-39 3.9 2.08 6 1 
Gamble 157 1-23 5.2 2.50 4: 5 
Simile 326 2-58 10.9 6.00 6 3 
Battle 145 1-43 4.8 2.60 1 4 
Mlokle 219 1-28 7.5 4.83 10 3 
Futl1e 158 1-22 5.3 3.21 5 4 
N1Sfle 305 1-44 10.2 4.83 10 6 
Doo le 181 1-42 6.0 2.40 6 3 
Rubble 406 1-42 13.5 7.25 7 10 
Justl. 86 1-7 2.9 2.50 8 5 
Battle 120 1-19 4.0 2.90 5 6 
Handle 94 1-13 5.1 2.00 2 5 
Girdle 146 1-52 4.9 2.63 4 6 
Wandle 187 1-25 6.2 3.10 10 3 
)'Uzz1e 218 1-27 7.3 4.30 10 4 
Hubble 353 1-61 11.8 4.50 10 9 
Flclcle 53 1-3 1.8 1.73 5 5 
i?ebble 220 1-36 7.3 2.50 4 9 
Keckle 112 1-9 :5.7 3.00 10 8 
Gentle 43 1-3 1.4 1.29 1 7 
Jostle 78 1-10 2.6 1.86 5 5 
Tamale 142 1-12 4.7 4.10 10 1 
Paddle 80 1-23 2.7 1 .. 68 4 3 
Cou,Ple 112 1-23 3.7 1.86 2 4 
Fondle ! 191 1-63 6.4 1.96 7 6 Nuzzle I 87 1-21 2.9 2.00 8 e Wattle f 66 1-6 2.2 1.97 5 3 
Double , 54 1-5 1.8 1.59 1 7 t Foible I 83 1-9 2.8 2.54 7 6 
Detile I 134 1-11 4.5 3.00 5 b I 
Tittle , 99 1-15 3.3 1.75 8 1 
TABLE VI (gontinued) 
RAW SCORES A.NlJ RANU~. MEAN Mli MEDIAN SCO R~ t AND 
:FAIlILIARI'J.·~ AtU) LJ:GJJULITx CLASSES iI'vR ALL WORJJ8 
, 
36 
Words Total , Range M.an Median lamil. { L.gib. 
scor.s ' scor.s scores ; class class 
Haclele 124 1-31 4.1 2'.30 8 5 
Noddle 171 1-34 5.7 2 .• 90 9 5 
N.stle 204 1-43 6,.8 2,.30 5 4 
Huddl. 179 1-32 61"0 2,.83 4 5 
Faddle 103 1-21 3~4 2.04 10 4 
RW!lble 242 1-38 8.1 3.25 4 7 
Bungle 311 1-48 10.4 5.50 7 9 
Middle 127 1-22 4.2 21"50 1 2 
Heddl. 397 1-70 13.2 7.50 10 7 
Dandl. 113 1-15 3.8 3.00 7 5 
Cuddle 111 1-23 3.7 2.07 5 4 
Dapple 124 1-15 4.1 3.00 6 3 
Candle 64 1-8 2.1 1.50 :3 4 
lirble 3S9 2-50 12.9 6.50 10 6 
Virile 128 1-23 4.3 3.05 7 4 
Fangl. 130 1-28 4.3 2.43 10 5 
Kittle 75 1-9 2.5 2.14 10 3 
11nal. 118 1-43 3.9 2.33 7 4 
Mangle 126 1-28 4.2 2,72 5 4 
Tattl. 64 1-4 2,1 2,00 a 1 
Fuddle 80 1-11 2.7 2.17 8 5 
Arable 148 1-24 4.9 3.70 7 6 
Suckl. 159 1-22 5.6 3.25 5 8 
Bustle 138 1-25 4.5 2.42 4 8 
Fistl. 169 1-24 5.6 2.83 10 5 
Dartle 263 1-70 8.8 4.17 10 4 
Tickle 02 1-3 1.7 1.71 4 3 
flattl. 104 1-17 3.5 2.25 10 2 
Cattle 76 1-12 2.5 .79 7 :3 
Hurdl. 125 1-19 4.2 3.00 6 7 
Rankle 124 1-43 4.1 2.38 (3 8 
Kentle 99 1-16 3.3 2.. ez, 10 8 
Muddle 141 1-42 4.7 2.83 6 3 
Stable 88 1-22 2.9 2.08 3 7 
Mottle 190 1-37 6.3 2.75 6 2 
Rustle 134 1-25 4.5 2.04 4 (3 
Jumble 74 1-12 2.5 1.64 5 4-
Sem.ble 198 1-20 6.6 4.00 10 8 
Dingle 64 1-5 2.1 2.06 7 5 
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TABLB VI (aoijt1nyed) 
RAW seOHm; AND HAttum, MRA..N AND MEDIAN SCORES, AND 
J!'AMILIAHITY AND r..EGIBILITY CL.AS~ES j'OR ALL WORDS 
Words 1 Total Range Mean Median Fami1. Leg1b. 
. 
! scores scores soores class 01888 
. I 
P1m~le I 76 1-7 2.5 2~3d 7 .2 I 2-67 10.5 5.50 6 7 Creole I 316 
Runkle J 127 1-14 4.2 3.36 10 9 
Daddle I 109 1-15 3.6 2.93 10 3 
Revile I 139 1-27 4.6 2.78 5 6 
GaH1e 123 1-14 4.1 3.00 10 6 Rs. dle j 139 1-42 4.6 3.00 10 5 
Gurgle 160 1-25 5.3 4.25 5 8 
.Piddle 196 1-24 5.5 3.17 10 :3 
Muzzle 125 1 ... 20 4.2 2.30 5 6 
Pestle 224 1-59 7.5 2.90 6 7 
Deakle 139 1-25 4a6 2.S5 10 7 
Rabble 259 1-28 8.6 6.50 5 9 
Simple 84 1-28 2.8 1.80 1 4 
APJ!E.NDIl. III 
TOTAL LIST OJ 270 SELECTED WORDS 
Webster's Unabridged Dictionary was searched tor words ot 
like cOMgosition, containing six letters and ending in l!. These 
words were then coded tor relative familiarity in classes as shown 
in Table I on page 15 above, and coded for legibility in classes 
as shown in Table II on Jage 16 above. Table VII on this and the 
following gages gives the total list ot 270 selected words and the 
classes, designated "7." for familiarity and "L." tor legibility. 
TJWLI VII 
lfAMILIARI1'Y ANlJ LEGIBILITY CLASSES OF SELECTIlJ) WORDS 
-! F. l , j' ! L. ! i F. j Words L. .. Words I Words I L. I , • I 
\ i ! I I I ~ 110 I 
, I ! Alible 3 1 Bottle 2 5 I Bustle 4 6 , I I , I ! 
I I ! ! Arable 7 6 i Bridle -4 7 I Caokle 5 I 4 I i I Babble 5 9 ! Bubble :5 10 Candle 3 4 I ! t Baftle 
I 
5 *3 Buckle 5 7 I Castle e -4 I t I Battle 1 4 I Buddle 10 7 Cattle e 2 
I 
It ! Beagle I 7 , a Bumble 10 I 7 Chiole 10 3 ! ~ I I Beetle -4 ! }) Bundle '1. } 8 Cirole 1 -4 ! t .... , I l II I I f Boodle 9 ~ 6 Bungle 7 I 9 t Cobble , 6 I 8 I II ;.1 , , 1 \1 ! ) 
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'l'AtiL.I VII ( oontinued) 
FAMILIARITY AtollJ LIGIBl.LITY CLASSES OF Sl$LEC'l'llJ.) WORDS 
, ! 
I 
'I i ! ! L. Words J'. , L. Words i F. I L. I Words I j'. .\ ! J Ii I I r I . i 
I 
I 
i 
I II 
.\ 
, 
Dibble I 
, 
Cockle e 5 8 7 Fondle; 7 e I II I 'I I .\ , !I t Diddle I " Coddle 5 I 4 a 3 1 j'oozle ! 10 .\ 5 I. i 
I I d I Cottle 10 5 Dimple I 5 2 !I Fuddle I a 5 ! Ii l 1 DindleilO i Cou'ple 2 I 4: 5 I Fumble 1 5 ~ 5 I 
DIngle I ; 1 i , , Cradle 4 i 5 7 5 Futile I 5 i 4 ! \ I 
I ! ~ Creole 6 • 7 Docile I 5 ~ Gabble! e 8 \ ... ! j I \ 
I f .\ Cuddle e 4 DottlellO 3 Gatfle 10 , 6 I 
, I i I , I I I f Cuitl. 10 3 7 i ijeggle 10 1 6 Double I 1 I I ! 
Edible t 
I ! I I Gamble I ! q ! Cuttle 7 3 5 ! 7 'I 4 \ 5 I 
I I I I 1 Dabble 5 7 Faoile I 7 
I 
3 'I Garble I 8 i 8 ii 1 , , /' Daddle 10 :5 Fadd1e ! 10 4 I 1 I L Gargle I 8 7 I 
I !I 
, 
I I I I 5 Fangle t 10 Gentlel ~ Dattle 10 6 1 ! 7 I 
Giggle I I ! 5 i /10 'I l Dandle 7 Feeble i 4: 11 5 e , , 
Girdle I I I I ; I Dangle 5 6 Fettle 9 15 r 4 I 5 • I ~ 1 I · ! Dapple 6 1 3 J'iolcle l 5 I 5 j Gobble I 5 9 1 I ~ I ; 
Fiddle i I I I ! Darkle 10 , 7 I 5 I 4: t Goggle 1 7 i 7 i I I I I i I I I i Dartl. 10 1 4 :Jinale 7 4: f Guggle i 10 1 8 ! i ! I \ I i 1 ! \ Dawdle 7 I 2 i Fissle 110 8 j Gurgle I 5 ! 8 • t ; I 1 , , ! 
Guttle 110 i I '\ t j 10 , 1 Dazzle 4: < () Fistle 5 I 4 I " I ! ! , , . 1 ~ 1 l , I , Deckle 10 I 7 Fizzle ! 9 e I Guzzle I 8 \ 8 , I , i 1 1 1 ; ! , i J ! ~ ! , I , {. Defile 5 ~ 5 I' F'o1ble ; 7 ! e ,l HaCkle ( 8 i 5 I ., 1 ~ ,; : 
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TABLE VII ( gQ~~1ImSUll 
FAMILIARITY aND LEGI~ILITY CLASS~ O~· oAL~CTAU WORDo 
- i t \ . i \' i Words F. I L. . Words F. l L. Words F. L. l i i l : : 
q i I I Haggle .., l 6 Joggle; 8 5 1 Mettle 1 6 :3 i ~ f ! 
I it \ i /j i I ~ i i I U :Mickle jlO Handle 2 I 5 If Jostle; :5 5 3 I II , r j I I i Heckle 8 7 JUggle! 5 e 1 Middle t 1 2 " 1 I " II I I ! I I 
1 
Heddle 10 7 I! Jumble i 5 4 i Mi 1 ! 3 4 
'I 
. . ng e I 
I i 
11 
, 
Hirple 10 ,I 6 Jungle I 4 6 AUzzle 110 4 I I II ! i I Hobble 5 I 
g Justle I 8 5 Motile I 6 1 
, 
Keelele I 10 
I 
Hopple 10 5 I I 6 Mottle e 2 , ! • I I ! Hubble 10 9 . Kemple 110 6 Mobile e 4-I I I I 1 I 
II 
I Huckle 10 5 I Kentle ! 10 I e Muckle 10 1 4 \ 
! ; I Hud.dle 4 5 Kettle ! :3 ! 6 
I 
Muddle i 6 :3 , • I 
II ! I I ! Humble :3 6 Kindle 4 6 I Muttle 5 4 ! I ! 
f 
I 
, 
I I Hurdle 5 7 I Kirtle I 7 1 6 Mumble I 5 4 
I 
I ! I 
t! 
Hurtle 7 6 Labile \10 I 3 Muscle :3 5 I' I t I II I I Hustle 5 7 Liable I 4 :3 U Muz:l.le 5 6 II I I 
Icicle e 1 iI Little I 1 I 1 II Myrtle 5 I 4-jl I { t' ;1 I' 
II 
1. I Ii Impale 7 1 Locale I 9 , 2 Needle 3 9 I 1 I Inhale 5 'I 4 
I 
Luggle '10 I 5 Nestle I 5 4 f f Mangle Jangle e 
f 
4 I 5 4 Nettle 5 I 2 ! ! i 1 ! ! Jiggle 8 i 4 II 
Mantle ! 4 I 3 ! 
Nibble 5 i 8 , \ I , , 
Jingle 5 4 Marble \ :3 I I 10 I i 1 6 I Niggle • 6 I ! i I I i Jirble 10 I 6 Ii Meddle 4 I -4 i. Nimble 5 I 5 i II 1 II I fi ! 1 I , I , ! n ! ;j , 
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TABLE VII (cQntiuued) 
l,i'AMILIARITY AN),; LiSGIBILITY CLASSli;O v]' SELEC'l\lill WORDS 
F~l " Words F. L. , Words L. Words F~; L~ I! 
, /. ,~ 
, 'I Nipple 6 4 I Popple 10 ! ;; il Ribble; 10 9 :I 
Noddle 9 6 
:1 Puokle 10 5 II Riddle: 4 5 r! ~! <, it 
Nodule I 7 6 1 Pottle 8 ;; II Riffle B 6 I 
I 11 'I i l I 5 J, Noodle 7 6 i\ Puddle 5 ! Rimple 10 Glt I II !! ..., 
I I II Nozzle I 5 8 Purtle 10 7 Rindle, 10 6 110 I J 1 RiPi?le! Nubble 10 Purple 6 I 4 5 I , I ! 
Nuzzle ! 8 8 i Puzzle ..... 7 i Rubble I 7 10 I I ... 
I q II 
, 
Oraole 4 5 Rackle 10 5 Ruckle I 10 7 Ii 
Ii i it l' R ddl ! Oriole I 6 5 II Rafale 10 5 !! 10 6 .1 I U e <, 
1 Ii II I '1 Ruttle I , li Paddle , 4: ;; Rabble d:l 9 4 8 , 11 I !I II ! :J , ! ! 
10 I 'I Parole , 5 5 ;1 Raddle S Rumble 4 7 , )1 It I , I , II Pattle i 10 2 I Ratfle a{ 6 Rum.itlle 5 5 { I I il I Pebble ! 4 9 1 Raible 10 i 6 Ii liundle I 10 8 I , d ! 11 fl j II RUnlcle! Peddle I 6 6 Ramble 51 6 !l 10 9 ~f 11 , ~ 1 " ! II Rustle I .i?eeble ! 10 9 Rankle e! 8 II 4 8 l it ! 0 I 3! It t ., Hutile 110 ?eople I 1 6 ~ Rettle 4 'i 5 I h f I' I II Saddle I Pestle I 6 7 II Razzle 10 I a II :; 5 ! II 
S8ll1ple I j J 10 I II .Pickle; 4 4 jl Hedd1e 8 U 4 4 ~ ,I ! H , I, 
5edlleilO P1ddle! 10 :3 !l Regale 7) B ,j 7 If II , Ii i i ! Piffle i 9 4 !1 Revile 5j 6 ji B tt <, Semble, 10 ,; 
1 Ii 
Semple I , ,! ; '\ ~ L Pimple; 7 2 Rickle lO I 6 II 10 6 q , 
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TAtiLE VII (continued) 
,,ifAMILIARITY h.N.1) J.,.b.;GIBILITY CLASS.1!IS 0) SELECTED WORDS 
_Vords , i" : L.; -Words oF' ~ L. Words F. L. I .; !. ) t: 
" , 
Senile 8 a t· Tem.;le 2 4 Virile 7 4 j: 
l' 
S1eole ,. Tiokle ;; Wabble 8 6 9 6 11 4 :3 
H ., 
Sickle 5 6 II Tingle 5 5 'l Weddle 6 2 n ~ ; 
;\ 
" il I 
Siffle 10 6 H IJ'intcle 5 5 
:} Waffle 5 3 ~ j 
H it 
" Simile 6 :3 Ii Tip¥le 7 2 d Waggle 8 4 II It Ii 'I lj ~ ~ n Simple 1 4 il Tittle 8 1 it ,{Jandle 10 3 Ii q I, H ~ingle 1 7 H Toddle j 7 4 I Wangle e 4 j !l ., I 
'j , n 
Sizzle i! Toggle I II Warble 7 8 II i 8 6 II 5 5 ,., I q I 
11 Souple 10 7 h 'llootle 110 :3 Wattle 8 1 II 1; I ;) It Ii Stable :3 7 fi 1'op~le 5 3 Wiggle 6 4 0 q II I II 
Staple 5 5 H 'l'ousle ! 7 6 q Wimble a 2 d h 
H I H I) Stifle 4 5 ii Touzle ! 10 5 II Wimple B 1 
" I 11 il Subtle 4 d i\ Treble I 5 9 Ii Viinkl. 8 4 i 
" 
'< H it I 
Suckle 5 8 'I ltrlfle 4 5 rf 'If/obbl. 7 7 d II :! iI Sup.vle 5 6 II Triple 5 4 ti !l ii 
n H Swlj)le 110 4 Tumble 3 4 !f 
tf H 
l l! II Tackle , 4 4 ,\ Turtle 4 5 n ., i\ q 
~ { ;1 
'J.lamale n :10 1 n Tussle 7 8 1: n p H II 
ti Tangle 4 5 '; Unable 3 7 !: if 
Tattle 8 1 ' ~ Usable 7 a ;\ 
i' 
ARPDDIX IV 
Follow1ng are the twenty words used 1n the pre-test praot1oe 
period: 
SIEGLE GOBBLE 
WMBLE REGALE 
PUCKLE SADl>LE 
ALIBLE MARBLE 
TOOTLE 'lVRTLE 
:MYRTI..E i:UPrLE 
RA1lTLE :.AELDLE 
GUZ.~E W.BSLE 
BAFFLE NOODLE 
SWI.PLE LOCALE 
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